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Local Classes and Workshops 
 

Horary Astrology : Dignities & Debilities 
  

In the third workshop of this introductory series we continue 
to appreciate the importance of evaluating the strength – or 
weakness - of the relevant significating planets when judging 
the likely outcome of a Horary chart. 
  

The strength of a planet plays a crucial role in the outcome – 
for better or worse - of the question asked, and this half-day 
workshop will focus on evaluating just that. We'll be delving 
into considerations such as rulership, exaltation and fall, 
terms and faces, speed, cazimi and combustion. An interac-
tive and fun workshop where you all get the opportunity to 
ask those 'need to know' questions that have been on your 
mind! 
  

Time: 1.00 pm – 4.30 pm 
Date:  24 September 2011 
Place: 119 Queen Street, Northcote Point 
Fee:     $35 (includes charts, handouts, refreshments) 
Registration essential. Contact Carol on 09 444-9187, 021 
044 8666 or email caros@astrologyschool.com 

 

 

The Astrology of Love 
A Series of Eight Classes with Christine 
Broadbent…Astrology reveals much about love. 

 
Week One…September 22 
Seasons of the Heart 
We will begin our Spring Equinox adventure by examining 
what some great thinkers have said about love and how the 
astrological tradition translates these ideas. Romantic love 
turns out to only be one face of love just as Venus is only 
one planet and a complex one at that. We explore the sea-
sons, starting with the Libran equinox, as seasons of the 
heart. 
Week Two…September 29 
The Feminine Lights of Moon and Venus 
These deceptively simple „lights‟ are actually heavy weights 
in the birth chart and key to many of our ingrained rhythms 
and patterns. With the „black goddess‟ face as ever present 
as the light bright side of the Feminine, our own chart shows 
us how and where we make these equally important jour-
neys into the light and dark experiences of love. 
 
Continued on page 2 

AFI Sunday Evening Lecture 
 

Sunday 4th September 
Colleen Coffey 

The Three Faces of Lilith   
 
What is  "Lilith" a Moon, an asteroid,  or a Hypothetical 
Planet?  The answer is all three and they can all be found 
in your chart! 
In her lecture Colleen investigates the  meanings of the 
different faces of Lilith, are they the same, similar or com-
pletely different.  How, and where do you find them, 
and more importantly does this multi faceted Goddess 
have any relevance  in modern Astrology.  Only you can 
decide whether or not the Three Faces of Lilith have any 
relevance in your chart -  send your details to Colleen 
before the lecture to have your chart printed, with 
all  three Liliths included.  
email: lookernz@xtra.co.nz ph 09 418 2349.  This should 
be fun with just a tad of seriousness.  
 

 
Sunday 2nd October   

AGM (6.30) 
 

Followed by  
 

 A Short History of Houses 
Carol Squires 

 
What has the Chaldean order of the planets got to do 
with the Houses? A light-hearted but revealing look at the 
development of our understanding of the Houses in the 
chart. Applying this understanding to not only natal chart 
interpretation Carol will also treat you to some good old 
Horary astrology - a great opportunity for all the many 
layers of house meanings to be revealed through the 
eyes of life's intriguing questions. 

AFI Sunday Meetings 

Venue: 119 Queen Street Northcote Point  

Time: 7.00pm - 9.00pm 

AFI members admitted free of charge.  

Non-members  - door fee of $10.00  

Refreshments provided  
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Local Classes and Workshops 
(continued) 

 
Week Three…October 13 
The Enigma of the House of Marriage: The 
Law of Polarity 
House 7 is half of Self, even though focused on 
Other. Opposite and „square‟ signs often attract. 
Why are opposing elements crucial in the forma-
tion of significant relationships? Is this all part of 
the integration of the Shadow side of the person-
ality, a way of avoiding it or both? 
Week Four…October 20 
Family, Love and Chiron’s Role 
The fourth house of Family is the place of begin-
nings and endings and this holds true for the im-
prints we carry on our journey of love. We exam-
ine Chiron‟s special resonance, also a thought 
provoking and touching case study of a client‟s 
recent Chiron transit to House 4, which unlocked 
the healing of a long standing complex family 
wound. 
Week Five…October 27 
The Synergy of Friends and Lovers 
Synastry is the practice of combining two or more 
charts to see where planets combine forces and 
define the kind of relationship that most readily 
follows. We will work with a surprise example but 
also cover procedures and rules to enable you to 
compare your own chart with another. 
    

 
Week Six…November 10 
Composite Charts: Where is My Relationship Going? 
There are a few different ways of combining two charts to make a 
stand-alone third – the “composite chart”, a modern astrological 
technique used to assess what two people can create together. 
We will use the one favoured by Rob Hand – the derived Ascen-
dant composite chart and learn how to interpret it. Charts pro-
vided.   
Week Seven…November 17 
The Transits of Our Time 
We explore current transiting planets that have an important role 
in affairs of the heart, on whole-hearted living. Sometimes the 
seemingly insignificant few days that trigger a larger longer pat-
tern, can be portals that open the heart in unexpected ways. 
Week Eight…November 24 
The Star Signs as a Sun/Moon interaction 
How do heart and head combine? The elemental dance of Sun 
and Moon is probably more basic to our path of happiness and 
balance than any other combination of planets. In this final class 
we will play with ways to make the most of our own Sun/Moon 
combo…To identify that place where love and healing coexist. 
 
Venue:  Highbury House, 110 Hinemoa St. Birkenhead. 7pm to 
9:30pm.  
Fees: Four Classes $160.00 Eight Classes $300 (if paid in full) 
Casual Classes $55.   
This includes individual tutoring help via written feedback to your 
optional home tasks.     Bookings and your birth data are es-
sential, including for casual classes.             
Contact Christine 09 4432116 astroha@bigpond.com 
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